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THE gK�0K� COUPLING CONSTANT IN QCDT.M. Aliev, M. Sav�Physis Department, Middle East Tehnial University06531 Ankara, Turkeye-mail: taliev�metu.edu.tre-mail: savi�metu.edu.trand F. Ya³ukPhysis Department, Eriyes UniversityKayseri, Turkey(Reeived August 10, 2000; revised version reeived November 10, 2000)The strong oupling onstant gK�0K� of the salar K�0 meson deay toK� is alulated in light one QCD sum rule. The predited value of theoupling onstant gK�0K� is in a good agreement with the experimentalresult.PACS numbers: 11.55.Hx, 12.38.Lg, 13.20.Jf1. IntrodutionThe number leptons that are expeted to be produed yearly at plannedB fatories and the proposed ��harm fatories [1℄, is of the order of 107,hene a detailed investigation of the deay properties of the � lepton beomesan important issue. The deays of � lepton an serve not only as a usefultool in investigation of some aspets of the standard model (SM) but alsoas a powerful experimental probe of new physis [2℄. CP violation playsone of the most promising role in this diretion. In light of this aspet, thedeay of � lepton into hadrons has reently been investigated as probes ofCP violation in the salar setor of physis beyond the SM [3℄� [7℄.In [7℄ the Cabibbo suppressed � ! K��� deay to probe the CP viola-tion with polarized � 's was studied. This deay mode is dominated by theontributions of the two lowest vetor K� and salar K�0 resonanes, and themode is expeted to have larger salar ontribution. The matrix element for� ! (K�)��� in the general form (65)
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M = Gp2 [�u(k)�(1� 5)u(p)J� + �u(p)(1 + 5)u(k)Js℄ ; (1)where p and k are the � lepton and the � neutrino four momenta, respe-tively. The vetor and salar hadroni matrix elements an be parametrizedas (see [7℄)J� = sin � hK� j�s�uj 0i= p2 sin � "FK(q2)�g�� � q�q�q2 � (q1 � q2)� + m2K�0q2 CKFs(q2)q�# ;Js = p2 sin � " m2K�0ms �mu#CKFs(q2) ; (2)where � is the Cabibbo angle, sin � = 0:23, q1 and q2 are the four�momentaof � and K respetively, ms and mu are the s and u urrent quark massesand q = q1 + q2 is the four�momentum of the K� system. The ouplingstrength CK denoting the salar ontributions is determined as (see [7℄)CK = fK�0 gK�0K�p3m2K�0 ; (3)where fK�0 is the leptoni deay onstant of salar K�0 meson and gK�0K�is the oupling onstant of the K�0 ! K� deay. In deriving Eq. (3) weassumed B(K�0 ! K�) = 100%. From the measured K�0 ! K� deay width� (K�0 ! K�) ' 287 MeV, the value of gK�0K� is obtained to be 4.87 GeV.In this work we employ light one QCD sum rule to alulate gK�0K�oupling onstant in a model independent way and ompare our results withthe experimental data.The light one QCD sum rule is quite di�erent from the �lassial� sumrule whih is based on the short distane operator produt expansion (OPE).This version of QCD sum rule is based on the OPE on the light one, whihis governed by the twist of the operators rather than by their dimension andthe vauum expetation values of loal operators are replaed by the lightone hadron wave funtions, and it is quite suitable in studies of the hardexlusive proesses in QCD. Light one QCD sum rule has been suessfullyapplied so far in the study of many di�erent problems of hadron physissuh as rare, radiative and semileptoni deays of B meson, � ! p deay,nuleon magneti moment, the strong ouplings g�NN ; g�!� and gB�B� et.(for an appliation of this method, see for example, the reent review [8, 9℄and referenes therein).



The gK�0K� Coupling Constant in QCD 672. QCD sum rule for the gK�0K� oupling onstantThe aim of this setion is to alulate the oupling onstant gK�0K�, whihharaterizes the K�0 ! K� deay. We start by onsidering the two pointorrelation funtion�(p; q) = i Z d4x eiqx 
�(p) ��T �d(x)i5s(x) �s(0)u(0)�� 0� ; (4)whih is alulated around the light one x2 = 0. Here �di5s and �su arethe interpolating urrents for pseudosalar K and the salar K�0 mesons,respetively.Aording to the basi idea of the QCD sum rule, we must alulate thisorrelator in terms of the physial partiles (hadrons) and in quark�gluonlanguage, and then equate both representations.First let us alulate the physial part of the orrelator Eq. (4). Satu-rating this orrelator by K�0 and K meson states, we have�phys = �gK�0K� fK�0m2K�0(ms �mu) fKm2K(ms +md) 1�(p+ q)2 �m2K�0� 1(q2 �m2K) ; (5)where (p+q) and q are the four momenta of the salar K�0 and pseudosalarK mesons, respetively. In deriving the above equation we have used
0 �� �di5s��K� = fKm2Kms +md ;hK� j�suj 0i = i fK�0m2K�0ms �mu : (6)The strong oupling onstant for the K��0 ! K0�� deay is de�ned asfollows: h�KjK�0 i = �gK�0K� :Our next task is the alulation of the theoretial part of the orrelatorfuntion (4). The full light quark propagator with both perturbative termand ontributions from vauum �elds an be written asiS(x) = h0 jT fs(x)�s(0)gj 0i= i 6x2�2x4 � h�ssi12 � x2192 m20h�ssi�i gs16�2 1Z0 du( 6xx2 ��� G��(ux)� 4iu x�x2 G��(ux)�)+ � � � ;(7)



68 T.M. Aliev, M. Sav�, F. Yas�ukwhere 6x = x��. Note that here and in the following formulas the strangequark mass is set zero, though in numerial analysis, the mass of the strangequark is taken aount.Substituting Eq. (7) into orrelator (4) and performing Fourier transfor-mation, for the theoretial part we get�theor = �f� 1Z0 du('�(u)pq� � 4 pq�2�g1(u) +G2(u)� + 2g2(u) 1�+Z D�i�21 h �2'?(�i)� 'k(�i) + 2 ~'?(�i)� ~'k(�i)� pq+2u �'k(�i)� 2'?(�i)� i) ; (8)where �� = m2�(mu +md)� = �q2�u� (p+ q)2u�1 = � [q + p(�1 + u�3)℄2 ;D�i = d�1 d�2 d�3 ; Æ(1 � �1 � �2 � �3) ;'(�i) = '(�1; �2; �3) : (9)Here '� is the leading twist 2 distribution amplitude, 'P is the two�partiledistribution amplitude of twist 3; g1; g2; '(�i) and ~'(�i) are the distributionamplitude of twist 4 and G2(u) = � uZ0 g2(v)dv :All these funtions are de�ned as follows:
�(p) �� �di�5u(0)�� 0�=�if�p� 1Z0 du eiupx �'(u)+x2g1(u)�+f� �x��x2p�px � 1Z0 du eiupxg2(u);
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�(p) �� �di5u(0)�� 0�= f�m2�(mu +md) 1Z0 du eiupx'P (u);
�(p) �� �d�5gsG��(ux)u(0)�� 0�= f�"p� �g���x�p�px ��p��g���x�p�px �#�Z D�i'?(�i) eipx(�1+u�3)D�(p) ��� �d�gs ~G��(ux)u(0)��� 0E= if�"p� �g���x�p�px ��p��g���x�p�px �#�Z D�i ~'?(�i) eipx(�1+u�3)+if� p�px (p�x��p�x�)�Z D�i ~'k(�i) eipx(�1+u�3) ; (10)where the operator ~G�� is the dual of G�� , i.e.,~G�� = 12���Æ�GÆ� :Due to the hoie of the gauge x�A�(x) = 0, the path ordered gauge fatorP exp0�igs 1Z0 dux�A�(ux)1A ;has been omitted. Note that the radiative orretions to the leading twistwave funtions are negleted, sine their ontribution is small (about 6�7%,see [10℄).Performing double Borel transformation with the variables (p+ q)2 andq2 in Eqs. (5) and (8), we get the following sum rule for the gK�0K� ouplingonstant.gK�0K�fK�0fK = 1�K�0 1�K em2K�0M21 +m2KM22 f�M4�(� 12 '0�(u0)f1 s0M2 + 2 g01(u0)M2 f0 s0M2+ 1M2 u0Z0 d�1F (�1; 1� u0; u0 � �1)2(u0 � �1)



70 T.M. Aliev, M. Sav�, F. Yas�uk� 1Z0 d�3F (u0; 1� u0 � �3; �3)2�3+ u0Z0 d�1'k(�1; 1 � u0; u0 � �1)� 2'?(�1; 1� u0; u0 � �1)(u0 � �1)� u0Z0 d�1 1��1Zu0��1 1�3 h'k(�1; 1� �1 � �3; �3)� 2'?(�1; 1� �1 � �3; �3)i!):(11)where �K�0 = m2K�0ms �mu ;�K = m2Kms +md ;u0 = M22(M21 +M22 ) ;M2 = M21M22(M21 +M22 ) ;with M21 and M22 are being the Borel parameters,'0�(u0) = d'(u)du ����u=u0 and,F (�i) = 2'?(�i)� 'k(�i) + 2 ~'?(�i)� ~'k(�i) ;and s0 is the ontinuum threshold. Here the funtionfn(x) = 1� e�x nXk=0 xkk! ;is used to subtrat the ontinuum and higher resonane ontributions. Thisontribution is modeled by the dispersion integral, by invoking duality inthe region s1; s2 � s0. In deriving Eq. (11), we have used the double Boreltransformation formula:BM211 (p+q)2 BM222 q2 � (n)[m2 � q2�u� u(p+ q)2℄n = �M2�2�n e�m2M2 Æ(u� u0) :



The gK�0K� Coupling Constant in QCD 71Note that in presenting Eq. (11) we omit the terms that are proportional tothe strange quark mass in order to simplify the expressions, but in numerialanalysis we take into aount these terms. The sum rule (11) is asymmetriwith respet to the Borel parametersM21 andM22 due to the signi�ant massdi�erene of K�0 and K. We hoose M21 and M22 to be M21 = 2m2K�0� andM22 = 2m2K� respetively, where � is a sale fator and hene in regard tothis assignment we have M2 = 0:44� GeV2, u0 = 0:107.3. Numerial analysisFor numerial analysis we need the expliit forms of the wave funtions.Following [11℄ we de�ne the relevant wave funtions as:'�(u; �) = 6u(1�u)h1+a2(�)C3=22 (2u�1)+a4(�)C3=24 (2u�1)+� � � i ; (12)where C3=22n (2u� 1)are the Gegenbauer polynomials and the oe�ients a2 = 23 , a4 = 0:43orresponding to the normalization point � = 0:5 GeV,'?(�i) = 30Æ2(�1 � �2)�23 �13 + 2"(1 � 2�3)� ;'k(�i) = 120Æ2"(�1 � �2)�1�2�3 ;~'?(�i) = 30Æ2�23(1� �3) � 13 + 2"(1 � 2�3)� ;~'k(�i) = �120Æ2�1�2�3 �13 + "(1 � 3�3)� : (13)g1(u) = 52Æ2�u2u2 + 12"Æ2 ��uu(2 + 13�uu) + 10u3 lnu(2� 3u+ 65u2)+10�u3 ln �u(2� 3�u+ 65 �u2)� ;where Æ = 0:2 GeV2 at � = 1 GeV .Here we would like to make the following remark. At the point � = 0:107the expansion of the wave funtion in terms of the Gegenbauer polynomialsonverges very slowly. For this reason it is neessary to take into aountmany terms in this expansion (at least for the leading wave funtion '(u; �).For more details, see seond ref. in [11℄). The terms that have not beenpresented in Eq. (12), bring unertainty to the value of the leading wavefuntion. Following seond ref. in [11℄, we estimate this unertainty to theleading wave funtion '0(u; �) in the sum rules (11) as follows:'0(u; � = 0:107) ' �10:4� 1:5 :



72 T.M. Aliev, M. Sav�, F. Yas�ukThe values of the main input parameters, whih appear in further nu-merial analysis are as follows: ��(1 GeV) ' 1:65; �K(1 GeV) ' 1; f� =132 MeV; fK = 156 MeV and ms = 155 MeV [12℄. If the strange quarkmass is hosen to bems = 175 MeV (see for example [13℄), the results hangemarginally, about 2�3%.The other free parameter of the QCD sum rules, namely, the ontinuumthreshold s0 is hosen as the mass square of the next salar state, whihapproximately orresponds to s0 = (mK�0 + 0:5)2 GeV2 � 3:6 GeV2. Tohek the sensitivity of our results to the ontinuum threshold s0 , di�erenthoies of s0, suh as s0 = 3:8 GeV2; 4:0 GeV2 and 4:2 GeV2 are onsideredas well.The dependene of gK�0K�fK�0 fK on the Borel parameter �, for di�erentvalues of the threshold s0 is given in Fig. 1. The lower bound of the Borelparameter � is determined by the requirement that, the terms of highertwists in the operator expansion must be smaller than the leading twistterm (say 3 times). This leads to � � 1 for the sum rule (11). The upperlimit of � is restrited from the ondition that the ontinuum ontributionmust be less than 30% of the main one. Under this ondition the upperbound is determined to be � = 1:6. It follows from this �gure that ourresult is quite stable in the working region of � and pratially insensitiveto the hoie of the ontinuum threshold.
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0.100.080.060.040.020.00Fig. 1. The dependene of gK�0K�fK�0 fK on the Borel parameter �, at four �xedvalues of the ontinuum threshold, s0 = 3:6 GeV2; 3:8 GeV2; 4:0 GeV2 and s0 =4:2 GeV2.From the analysis of Fig. 1, we �nally getgK�0K�fK�0 fK = 0:022 � 0:005 ; (14)in whih we have inluded the unertainties due to the ontinuum threshold,Borel parameter, radiative orretions to the leading twist wave funtion,



The gK�0K� Coupling Constant in QCD 73negletion of the four partile omponents of the wave funtions as well asunertainty due the terms whih are not taken into aount in the leadingwave funtion expansion in terms of Gegenbauer polynomials. In deter-mination of gK�0K� the value of the leptoni deay onstant fK�0 is needed.However, it should be noted that, this deay onstant has not been measuredyet, but it has been estimated in framework of di�erent approahes, suhas QCD sum rule whih predits fK�0 ' 31 MeV [14℄; e�etive Lagrangianmethod whose estimation is � 45 MeV [15℄ and pole dominane model'sresult � 50 MeV [16℄. Using these values of the leptoni deay onstantfK�0 , we get from Eq. (15)gK�0K� = 8>>>><>>>>: 4:6� 1:0 GeV (for fK�0 = 31 MeV) ;3:1� 0:7 GeV (for fK�0 = 45 MeV) ;2:8� 0:6 GeV (for fK�0 = 50 MeV) :Comparing these preditions with the existing experimental result gK�0K� '4:87 � 1:0 GeV, it is observed that if we use fK�0 = 31 MeV, whih wasestimated from QCD sum rule, the predited value of gK�0K� is lose to theexperimental result.In summary, we have used light one QCD sum rule to alulate thestrong oupling onstant gK�0K�. The predition we have for gK�0K� is ingood agreement with the experimental result.REFERENCES[1℄ BarBar Collaboration, D. Boutigny et al., Tehnial Design Report, 1995;Belle Collaboration, M.T. Cheng et al., Tehnial Design Report, KEK Re-port No. 95�1, 1995; KEK Report No. 97�1, 1997; A.I. Sanda, S. Suzuki, inProeedings of International Workshop on Physis Beyond the Standard Modelat the B Fatory, Nagoya, Japan, Ot. 26�28, 1994, World Sienti�, Singa-pore 1995, p. 476; J. Kirkby, Proeedings of the 10th Renontre de Physiquede la Vallee d'Aoste: Results and Perspetives in Partile Physis, La Tuille,Italy, 1996.[2℄ For a review see for example, A. Pih, Heavy Flavors II, eds. A. Buras and M.Linder, World Sienti�, 1997, pp. 453�492.[3℄ C.A. Nelson et. al., Phys. Rev. D50, 4544 (1994); U. Kilan, J. Körner, K.Shilher, Y. L. Wu, Z. Phys. C62, 413 (1994).[4℄ Y.S. Tsai, Phys. Lett. B378, 272 (1996); Nul. Phys. Pro. Suppl. 55C, 293(1997).[5℄ M. Finkemeier, E. Mirkes, Z. Phys. C69, 243 (1996); Z. Phys. C72, 619(1996); J.H. Kühn, E. Mirkes, Phys. Lett. B398, 407 (1997).
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